F. No. 4/1/2021-1A-IIl [E-148683]
Government of India
Ministry of Environment, Forest & Climate Change
(IA. III Division)
Indira Paryavaran Bhawan
Aliganj, Jor Bagh Road

New Delhi-110 003
Dated:

4‘ August, 2021

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
Sub:

Uploading of Environment Clearance (EC) conditions —reg.

This is to inform that Ministry is in the process of setting up a transparent,
technology-driven, non-intrusive monitoring system through PARIVESH 2.0 (CPCGreen)”, which would provide a “single window” solution for environmental
(Environment clearances, Forest Clearances, Wildlife clearances, Coastal

regulations
Regulation

Zone, etc) administered in the Ministry of Environment, Forest and Climate Change.
2.
The envisaged platform, inter-alia, includes the compliance module for capturing
the compliance data on-line through the website for effective implementation of the EC
conditions through technology driven platform. In order to achieve the desired result, it is
required to convert the legacy data (EC conditions in the hard/ PDF format) into

tabulated form as per the format available on the Ministry's website (parivesh.nic.in).
2.
In this context, all the project proponents are requested to upload the desired
information along with copy of EC letter(s) (PDF format) in the given format within a
period of 2 weeks, after which the progress on the same shall be reviewed in the
Ministry. In case of any technical issue, users may register their complaint through
"complaint" button on Parivesh. Users may also contact the NIC technical team in the

Ministry at 011-24695407 / monitoring-ec@nic.in.
4. _ This issues with the approval of the Competent Authority

AGO

(Sharath Kumar Pallerla)

Director
E-mail: sharath.kr@gov.in
a

Chairman, Central Pollution Control Board

2. All ADGs of Integrated Regional Office; MoEF&CC
3. ‘All Chairman and Member Secretaries of SEIAA/SEAC;
4.

All Chairman/Members of SPCB/UTPCC;

5.

Sr. Director, NIC, MOEFCC

Copy for information:
1.

PPS to Secretary, EF&CC/PSO

2.

All Member Secretaries,

to AS(RA)/Sr.

IA division

3. Addl. Director, [A-Monitoring

PPS to JS(SKB);

